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For Decision

Summary

This report presents the recommendations of the City Arts Initiative (CAI) which met 
on 26 September 2019. At this meeting, the CAI considered public art proposal 1 
(below):

1. Around the Corner/North South Route – Culture Mile: a series of 11-word 
installations, designed to animate and enhance the route from Millennium 
Bridge to Barbican.

Recommendation(s)

Members of the Culture Heritage and Libraries Committee are asked to:

 Ratify the City Arts Initiative’s recommendations in relation to proposal 1 
above as follows:

o Around the Corner/North South Route: approve the application, 
subject to final consent from Highways and implementation of the 
recommendations

Main Report

Background

1. The City Arts Initiative (CAI) was established to improve the management of 
public art in the City. It provides advice to your Committee and other service 
Committees as appropriate on proposals for new public art, the maintenance 
of the City’s existing public art and, if necessary, decommissioning.

2. The CAI comprises elected Members drawn from your Committee and 
relevant officers across planning, highways, open spaces, and cultural and 
visitor development, as well as those with specific expertise in the visual arts. 

3. At your Committee in May 2019, Members confirmed that those occupying the 
roles of Chairman and Deputy Chairman on the Culture, Heritage and 
Libraries Committee, and the Chairman of the Sculpture in the City Partner 
Board should have permanent seats on the City Arts Initiative. Your 
Committee also elected Mrs Barbara Newman and Mr Jeremy Simons to 
serve on the CAI for the 2019/20 committee year. 



4. Apart from officer time handling enquiries and managing the installations, 
there are no resource implications other than where specifically noted.

Current Position

5. The CAI met on 26 September 2019 to consider the proposal outlined below.

6. Full-colour visual representations of the proposed artworks are circulated 
electronically with this report and available in appendix 1. Full details of all the 
applications to the CAI are available on request from the Director of Major 
Projects.

Proposals

Around the Corner/North South Route – Culture Mile

7. The CAI received a proposal for a series of 11 word installations, designed to 
animate and enhance the route from Millennium Bridge to Barbican.

8. The 11 installations take their inspiration from a quote from Virginia Woolf’s 
seminal work Jacob’s Room. Together they read ‘What are you going to meet 
if you turn this corner?’.

9. Each word will be located at points along the walk where it acts as a 
wayfinding tool and sculptural attractor where people can be informed about 
Culture Mile and the surrounding area.

10. The project will be led by the City Public Realm team as part of the Culture 
Mile Look and Feel Experiments programme, in support of Culture Mile 
activity over winter 2019/20.

11. Following a callout for designs, a review panel consisting of representatives 
from DBE, Culture Mile, Vital Arts and Zaha Hadid Architects selected this 
proposal from KHBT, an award-winning creative architecture studio 
experienced in placemaking initiatives and public space installations.

12. Installation will take place over two weekends in November: 16-17 and 23-24 
November 2019. The installations will remain in situ for approximately 6 
months to May 2020.

13. The size and positioning of each installation will be adjusted to ensure that 
there is sufficient space on the Highway for pedestrians to walk past.

14. In order to make the signs legible at night, some installations where they are 
not already illuminated by streetlights will have battery powered lights.

 
15. The project is funded by Culture Mile.

16. Your Department of the Built Environment advised that the lighting should 
take into consideration the City’s new Smart Lighting Strategy and that any 



additional lighting in sensitive historic locations such as St Paul’s Cathedral 
should be given extra consideration. 

17. The CAI advised that consultation with St Paul’s Cathedral will be necessary, 
noting their plans for new construction site hoardings.

18. The CAI advised that further consultation with Highways will be necessary to 
ensure that the installations cause no obstruction to the highway.

19. The CAI recommended that this application be approved subject to final 
consent by Highways, as well as the following recommendations:

a. The applicant should consult with St Paul’s Cathedral to ensure 
no obstruction to new or existing construction hoardings

b. The application should ensure that any new lighting used to 
illuminate will installations will complement the City’s Smart 
Lighting Strategy and not impact on heritage sites.

Corporate & Strategic Implications

20. The City Arts Initiative was formed to support the City’s management of public 
art which supports the delivery of the City’s Cultural and Visitor Strategies.

Conclusion

21. This report summarises the discussions of the City Arts Initiative and presents 
recommendations in relation to the public art applications considered on 26 
September 2019.

Appendices

 Appendix 1: CAI Images, 26 Sep 2019

Background Papers

Full details of the applications received by the City Arts Initiative are available on 
request from the Director of Major Projects.
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